
Sandwich presents 'The Girl with Tentacles', an exhibition by 
the Romanian artist DELIA POPA

On Friday, 30 June 2017, from 7pm, the Sandwich art space opens 'The Girl with 
Tentacles' exhibition by Delia POPA, a Romanian artist living and working in Bucharest. 
The exhibition is on view until 10 September 2017. 

Ukiyo-e – or Images of the floating world – is a type of Japanese art that has flourished in 
the 17th - 19th centuries and that, using painting and woodcuts, focused on the lives of 
regular people. Shunga – or Spring images – is a type of Ukiyo-e created mostly by 
colored woodcuts and is, in fact, erotic or pornographic art. 

Shunga was very popular with all social classes, except the dominant one of shoguns and,
according to the sources, with men and women alike. Samurais, merchants and also 
housewives would have their own Shunga copies. Most of the Ukiyo-e artists have also 
created Shunga works, since they were in much greater demand than all the other themes.
In fact, they could live off one sold work for as long as six months. One of the most famous
Shunga work is signed by Hokusai and titled “The fisherman's wife's dream”, from 1814. It 
is an engraving that has inspired many modern and contemporary artists, but, as far as we
know, no women artists… 

At Sandwich, Delia POPA continues her series of engravings, drawings and paintings 
Existential mice (2011 – present) in which anthropomorphic characters take on various 
human roles and communicate with each other, touching on various subjects like feminism
or marginality. This time, however, the characters discard verbal communication and take 
on a physical approach – a fantasy they fully relish and over which, without a doubt, they 
have complete control. For the moment, The existential mouse doesn't look for intellectual 
answers anymore, but unapologetically lives them. 

Children under 14 are not allowed in the exhibition.  

Sandwich is located in Combinatul Fondului Plastic, at 29 Băiculești St., Bucharest. 

About Sandwich Gallery:
sandwich reclaims the hidden potential of a residual space between two utilitarian 
buildings and uses its own constructive limits in order to provoke new solutions. 
sandwich functions as an independent art space since April 2016.

About the artist:
Delia POPA is a visual artist who works with drawing, performance, video installation and 
text and that takes inspiration from various other fields like history, comedy, cultural 
anthropology and trauma. She has a PgDip in Visual Arts from Goldsmiths College, 
University of London (2005) and a Master in Visual Arts from School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago (MFA 2007). Among her exhibitions, video screenings and performances are Girls
with ideas [Boys and painting], Lateral ArtSpace, Fabrica de Pensule, Cluj and ODD, 
Bucharest (2016); Dispositions in Time and Space, MNAC Bucharest (2015); the 
experimental installation We, Our Friends and Us, Salonul de Proiecte (2013); the 
research Matonge-Tervuren, Advanced Performance and Scenography Studies (a.pass) 
Bruxelles (2012), the inter-cultural project Chelen Amenca, Brukenthal National Museum 
(2012) and UNA Galeria (2014). www.deliapopa.com 



For more info: Facebook event or call 0040.754.949.363

Băiculești 29 St. - Combinatul Fondului Plastic, Bucharest
http://sandwichgallery.ro/
www.facebook.com/sandwich.buch 
hello@sandwichgallery.ro

This event is part of the Project “Sandwich Never Sleeps – Cultural Insertion in a Marginal 
Area”.
Partners: Asociația ArtCrowd – Artists in education, tranzit.ro/ Bucharest 
Media Partners: ARTA Magazine, Zeppelin, Radio România Cultural
A cultural project co-funded by the Administration of the National Cultural Fund
The project does not necessarily represent the position of the Administration of the 
National Cultural Fund. The AFCN is not responsible for the content of the project or the 
manner in which the results of the project may be used. These are entirely the 
responsibility of the funding recipient.

Attachments:

1. Delia Popa - What You Think Happened to This Mouse? 
linocut on paper, edition of 5, 38/53cm, 2015
2. Delia Popa - Game, ink on Millimeter Paper, 30/40 cm, 2013
3. Delia Popa - biography
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